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Abstract - The fin temperature effectiveness or fin potency is outlined because the value relation of the particular warm temperature 

transfer rate thru the fin base divided by means of mistreatment the most ability warmness transfer really worth via the fin base, 

which can be received if the complete fin is at base temperature, In the current work, the CAD model of IC engine fin has been 

developed by using UNI-GRAPHICS The model has been simulated using ANSYS software on steady state thermal domain 15.0 

workbenches in order to observe various parameters affecting the thermal performance of IC engine fins. Three types of 

configurations of IC engine fin with validation model have been used with different profile concave fin, convex fin, elliptical fin, 

An optimized model of IC engine fin has been developed with different fin profiles. The simulation of the optimized model i.e. 

elliptical fin with perforation gives higher value of temperature distribution with respect to distance in fin profiles. It has also been 

observed that thermal resistance was reduced at constant temperature of 495K inside the cylinder. The results are validated with 

reported base paper data. The configuration of elliptical fin profile with perforation gives maximum convergence on all parameters 

amongst all the configurations used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Internal combustion engine cooling uses both air and 

liquid to eliminate the waste warmth from an indoor 

combustion engine. For tiny or different purpose 

engines, cooling the use of air from the device makes 

for a mild-weight and relatively simple gadget. 

Watercraft will use water right now from the skirting 

surroundings to loosen up their engines. For cool 

engines on aircraft and surface automobiles, waste 

heat is transferred from a manipulate device of water 

annoying thru the engine to the encircling atmosphere 

by means of employing a radiator. Water incorporates 

a higher heat capability than air, and need to therefore 

glide heat extra quick eliminated from the engine, 

however a radiator and pumping device upload weight, 

complexity, and rate. Higher-energy engines generate 

additional waste warmth, but will bypass additional 

weight, because of this they may be generally cool. 

Radial engines allow air to tour with the glide around 

each cylinder at once, giving them a bonus for air 

cooling over at once engines, flat engines, and V - 

engines. Rotary engines have an analogous 

configuration, but the cylinders moreover 
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continuously rotate, growing AN air float even though 

the car is stationary. Craft fashion large powerfully 

favors decrease weight and funky patterns.  

Air Cooled Engine - Air-cooled engines place 

confidence in the circulation of air directly over 

temperature reduction fins or hot areas of the engine to 

cool down them so as to stay the engine among 

operational temperatures. altogether combustion 

engines, an excellent share of the warmth generated 

escapes through the exhaust, not through the metal fins 

of an cool engine (12%). concerning the warmth 

energy finds its means into the oil, that though 

primarily meant for lubrication, conjointly plays a job 

in temperature reduction via a cooler. cool engines are 

used typically in applications which might not suit 

liquid cooling, in and of itself fashionable cool engines 

are utilized in motorcycles, general aviation field 

mowers, generators, outboard motors, pump sets, saw 

benches and auxiliary power units. 

 

Figure 1: IC Engine Fins 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Wang et al. [2022] throughout this paper, the thermo-

hydraulic overall performance of associate diploma 

antagonistic piston opposed cylinder (OPOC) cylinder 

vessel with whorled fins on the annulus issue emerge 

as studied thru an experiment and numerically. Three-

dimensional procedure fluid dynamics (CFD) software 

package FLUENT has been followed to get fluid 

escort the waft traits, pressure drop and cylinder wall 

temperature beneath remarkable configurations. Four 

one in each of kind instances of whorled fin pitch (154 

mm, a hundred and seventy mm, 184 mm and 205 mm) 

have been analyzed beneath same escort the glide 

price, of that the values of Reynolds quantity air tired 

turbulent area.  

Qinlong et al. [2020] this paper most important reason 

is aimed closer to a paradigm shift at periods the 

sweetening of warmth transfer fee between finned 

surfaces and near fluid with the aid of supplying a 

completely unique method in composite fins. This 

technique is composed within the usage of excessive 

thermally conductive coatings on top of the finned 

substrate as the way to make bigger the neighborhood 

temperature aboard the fin washed ground.  

Seyyed et al.  [2019] research a novel compact plate 

finned-tube air-gas cash changer tool this is designed 

via the employment of index recommend temperature 

distinction technique (LMTD) and every thermal and 

hydraulic performance of the warmth exchanger ar via 

an experiment investigated. Worldwide, because of the 

powerful strolling circumstance, each aviation 

commercial enterprise and component commercial 

enterprise branch ar in badly required of compact tool 

with gentle weight and excessive overall performance. 

Yeong et al. [2018] The outcomes of fin top 

accomplice degreed spacing air studied at the machine 

working parameters to choose out a most fascinating 

fin pure arithmetic. The simulation results show that a 

decrease in fin spacing results in a lower in the 

consistent of performance (COP) partner degreed a 

boom inside the right cooling power (SCP), and no 

ideal fee is observed for them in a really unique fin 

spacing. However, versions of the complete cooling 

energy (TCP) maximize at effective fin spacing. 

Yassinhao et al. [2018] The compact heat money 

supplier is extensive for hybrid and electric 

powered/fuel mobile automobiles with excessive 

energy usage overall performance. This contribution 

introduces the warm temperature modern technique to 

signify a replacement account the appearance and 

optimization of heat cash dealer shape by means that 

of blending the empirical correlations of heat switch 

and glide resistance.  

Hongda Liu Hongguanget et al. [2017] a numerical 

and experimental investigation turn out to be finished 

to examine the effect of three kinds of operational 

fluids (i.e., helium, detail and argon) on the 

performance of a thermos acoustic Stirling engine. To 
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expect and analyze thermos acoustic conversion 

capability of the engine, a massive range of crucial 

parameters (e.g. Onset temperature, operational 

frequency and strain oscillations) are chosen as 

analysis parameters.  

Enhua Wang et al. [2016] on this evaluation an 

increase of the warmth switch constant over six times 

for the peak of 30 mm and motility speeds of 400 rpm 

at, compared to the apparent sitting pipe case. The 

motility tempo regarded no result on the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the fin. Correlation for Nusselt huge 

variety and therefore the general performance had 

been acquired. 

                       III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Procedure for Solving the Problem 

• Create the geometry. 

• Meshing of the domain. 

• Steady state thermal solver. 

• Set the material properties and boundary 

conditions. 

• Obtaining the solution. 

• Element of Tetrahedral 

 

Figure 2: 2D Model of IC engine fin. 

 
Figure 3: Mesh of IC engine fin (Circular Shaped). 

B. Set the Material Properties 

(I) Material 

(a) Aluminium (6061) 

Table 1: Materials Properties 

Properties Aluminium 

Thermal Conductivity, K 167 W/mk 

Heat Transfer Coefficient (h) 22 W/mk2 

Young's modulus (E) 68.9 GPa 

Specific heat capacity (c) 897 J/(kg·K) 

C. Boundary Conditions 

Given the periodic structure of the IC engine fin, only 

one thermal parameter is investigated. Thermal 

domain employed. The material of the IC engine fin is 

aluminium 6061. The bottom of the thermal domain is 

heated at a constant heat transfer rate of 495K that is 

the and at different profiles of fin i.e. concave, convex 

and elliptical shaped fin. The temperature is assumed 

to be constant Radiation effect is ignored. 

 

Figure 4: Boundary Conditions 

 

 
Figure 5: Heat flux distribution in IC Engine fin with 

circular profile. 
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Table 2: Temperature distribution in IC Engine fin 

with circular profile. 

Validation of circular fin 

Distance (mm) Temperature (kelvin)  

10 494 

20 450.25 

30 415.22 

40 396.58 

50 350.88 

 

                       IV. DISCUSSION 

The present study has significance after optimizing the 

fins structure in circular shaped the proposed models 

that are investigated in present study is analyzed in the 

basis of base paper which proposes the fin structure in 

shape of concave and convex structure, thus fin with 

circular shape including perforation exhibits higher 

temperature distribution. 
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